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In this issue's Medical Section, I have included 7 papers on Occupational Therapy.
Medical care is a team work. Frankly, I did not quite know what was going on in the field of
Occupational Therapy until I got a chance to read the abstract book of their recent scientific meeting
which contains 59 very interesting papers. I have selected the present topics and have asked the authors
to rewrite them specifically for us because I think they have helped me and would help you to know
more what OT can offer to your patients. Because of a limited space, two more good papers will be
published in the next issue.
I must thank Mr. Samuel Chan, Mr. Maurice Wan and Ms. Rebecca Chan of the Hong Kong
Occupational Therapy Association for their excellent help in preparing this issue.
I hope as I said last time that you would find the HKMD one of your very useful desk reference.
Dr. KWOK Tin-fook
Editor-in-Chief

Their frequent use of the word maÃ±ana leave things (3).. tomorrow is seen as being characteristic of this tendency. While this may be a
stereoytpical view of Spanish life, it is true that many people organise their working hours (4)...as to make the most of their free time. 3to or until, 4-so. Spaniards are sociable (5)...that they like nothing better than spending time with friends and relatives.Â And the
majority - 86 per cent - were not confident of finding a permanent position, with more than nine out of ten blaming recruitment freezes
and job cuts (11)...their difficulties. 0-of , 9-just, 10-these, 11-for. More than eight out of ten said they would retraining or looking for work
in another profession if the problem continued. The reading passage has 7 paragraphs, A-G.Â It has been more than 65 years since the
Taman Shud case was first opened, but this notoriously bizarre murder mystery from Australia continues to baffle scientific investigators
and crime aficionados from around the world today. On the morning of 1st December 1948, the body of an unidentified man was
discovered propped against a rock wall on Somerton beach in Adelaide, opposite the Crippled Childrenâ€™s home. The man was
around 40-45 years old, had an athletic figure and was dressed in a smart suit and tie. He had no form of ID on him and all the labels on
his clothes had been removed. Go Wild! is a touring exhibition of wildlife photos and paintings by young artists. Its last stop has been in
my city, and I went last week. The pictures were produced by teenagers living in countries as far apart as Asia and Canada. There were
often humans and animals working together in the pictures, and to me that was the message behind them. In one painting, for example,
a girl was resting her head on an elephant. Some wildlife experts say this doesnâ€™t show animals as they really are in the wild, and I
agree. But that didnâ€™t stop the pictures being beautiful. One artist, for example, had f Example: Are you going (go) on holiday this
year? 8 Youâ€™re Andyâ€™s new secretary, _ you? 1 Sonia _ (work) in the garden. Shall I call her 9 The car park is free â€“ you
donâ€™t _ to pay! for you? 10 I didnâ€™t _ to like cabbage but I love it now.Â I hate Example: chess cheap catch having to read the _.
bird murder serve 4 Sarah _ yoga for an hour every day.Â Part of us knows that what we are saying is not true, and tries to stop it
coming out. Touching our ear or 6 To decide if someone is telling the truth, looking at hair and, most commonly, our nose are signs that
we their hands is _ listening to what they say. might be feeling anxious, or that we are angry or A a better indication than â– frightened
but donâ€™t feel able to express it.

